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Introduction

The placenta is a foetal organ situated between mother and foetus. It is essential for foetal growth and development. In addition to serving as a conduit for maternal fuels destined to nourish the growing foetus it fulfills a wide spectrum of other functions including the synthesis of various hormones and growth factors, detoxification of maternal xenobiotics, immunologic barrier and dissipation of thermal energy resulting from maternal metabolism. Owing to its position the placenta is exposed to regulatory influences of mother and foetus albeit at different surfaces, i.e. the microvillous syncytiotrophoblast membrane as well as the basal syncytiotrophoblast membrane and the endothelial cells.

Maternal diabetes is associated with concentration changes of various hormones, cytokines and metabolites in the maternal as well as foetal circulation. Hence, these diabetes-associated changes are likely to affect the placenta, because receptors, transporters and enzymes, the primary targets of circulating molecules, are expressed, often asymmetrically, on both placental surfaces. In addition to differential effects of the diabetic environment of mother and foetus, the distinct processes affected by maternal diabetes also critically depend on the time period in gestation when the diabetic insult occurs [1].

The present review will discuss some aspects of placenta alterations in maternal diabetes mellitus. Other aspects are comprehensively reviewed elsewhere [1–5]. For a detailed account of diabetes in pregnancy the reader is referred to recently published books [6, 7].

The Placenta in Early Diabetic Pregnancy

Pre-gestational i.e., Type-I and Type-II (T1DM, T2DM) diabetes is likely to alter the early processes of placentation with a potential to modify long-term placental development. Placental development starts with the implantation of the blastocyst into the endometrial surface. Subsequently, the placental structure continuously develops by a series of differentiation and proliferation processes of trophoblast cells that eventually lead to placental villi of varying degree of maturation [8].

Most villi freely float in the intervillous space. At the tips of some villi cytotrophoblasts accumulate and invade into the decidua. These villi physically anchor the placenta and, hence, the foetus in the maternal endometrium, and are formed predominantly in the first trimester of pregnancy as a result of proliferation, differentiation and invasion of trophoblasts. A proportion of invasive extravillous cytotrophoblasts also invades the endometrial spiral arteries and remodels them into low resistance arteries. This increases the uto-placental blood flow into the intervillous space, thus ensuring adequate maternal nutrient supply to the foetus [9]. Since placental anchoring and establishment of maternal

Diabetes in pregnancy is associated with a derangement of hormones, cytokines, metabolites and growth factors in the maternal and foetal compartments. These may influence placental growth and development that are tightly regulated in time and space. The distinct effects of the diabetic environment depend on the time in gestation when diabetic insult occurs. Because of its establishment in the second half of gestation, gestational diabetes mellitus will influence placental processes in late gestation, whereas pre-gestational diabetes such as Type-I and Type-II diabetes may also affect processes in the first trimester.

Altered placental function in pre-gestational diabetes may include changes in invasion ultimately leading to an enhanced risk of early pregnancy loss, growth restriction and pre-eclampsia, as well as a long-term stimulatory effect on placental growth leading to placentomegaly, which is frequently associated with diabetic pregnancies. Diabetes later in gestation affects vascularisation, storage of maternal nutrients in particular glycogen and lipids and may also enhance oxygen transfer. It is still unresolved if the placental alterations in diabetes ultimately contribute to or prevent the foetal phenotype often seen in diabetes i.e., excessive fetal fat accretion.
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blood supply are key processes in placental development, their dysregulation is associated with pregnancy diseases: Shallow invasion has been implicated in intra-uterine growth restriction (IUGR) [10] and pre-eclampsia [11]. In contrast, profuse invasion results in abnormally deep utero-placental adhesion such as seen in placenta acreta, increta and percreta.

It is noteworthy that these pregnancy pathologies related to placental dysfunction i.e., IUGR, pre-eclampsia as well as spontaneous abortions, occur more frequently when mothers are diabetic [12, 13]. This strongly argues for an influence of the maternal diabetic environment on trophoblast invasion. Leptin [14] and the oxidative stress-associated isoprostanes [15] are candidate causative factors that may lead to such diabetes-associated invasion defects. On the other hand insulin may stimulate invasion [16] by transcriptional upregulation and activation of the matrix-metalloproteinase MT1-MMP (MMP14) [17]. Invasion regulation is a complex process involving a range of invasion inhibiting and invasion promoting factors. Collectively, the diabetic environment appears to shift the balance between control switches towards invasion inhibition.

Proliferation of the cytotrophoblast is another key process for placental development. Indirect evidence suggests compromised placental development early in diabetic pregnancy because maternal serum levels of human placental lactogen are lower in the first trimester, whereas those of placental protein 14, an endometrial hormone, are not [18]. Since placental lactogen is a trophoblast-specific hormone, and because its synthesis is mainly determined by trophoblast mass, by inference, trophoblast proliferation is impaired in the first trimester. If this were true then it could explain the retarded growth of some fetuses early in these pregnancies (early foetal growth delay) [19]. The distinct factors in the diabetic environment that have the detrimental effect on placentation i.e., trophoblast, growth early in gestation are unclear, but hyperglycaemia may be one of these [20].

Since placentomegaly at the end of gestation is a distinct feature of many diabetic pregnancies one has to postulate a period of accelerated placental growth in these pregnancies, similar to placental growth in diabetic rats [21]. This may also lead to or parallel the biphasic growth pattern of the foetus in T1DM pregnancies [22].

In the first trimester of pregnancy not only trophoblast differentiation and invasion, which ultimately optimize maternal-placental nutrient transport and uptake, as well as trophoblast proliferation occur as key processes, but also the feto-placental surface – the placental vessels – becomes established [23, 24]. Placental vasculogenesis and angiogenesis are regulated by various growth factors and cytokines. Among the angiogenic factors vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor (FGF-2), angiopoietins, placental growth factor (PIGF), tumor necrosis factor (TNFA), interleukin 8 (IL-8) and insulin-like growth factors 1 and 2 (IGF1, IGF2) have been identified, of which TNFA can as well act in an angioiastatic manner [24]. Most of them are altered in maternal diabetes mellitus [25–31]. The effect of these factors on the early processes in angiogenesis is unclear and awaits investigation.

Because of the limited studies little is known about the placental changes in the first trimester of gestation. Even a full analysis of the maternal diabetic environment early in gestation is pending. Besides hyperglycaemia and hyperinsulinemia the diabetic environment in the mother in the first trimester is characterized by reduced IGF1 [32, 33] levels.

The placental amount of the matrix metalloproteinase MT1-MMP, a major protease involved in tissue remodelling processes associated with invasion, angiogenesis and proliferation, is elevated in the first trimester of T1DM [17]. Besides its expression also the conversion of the inactive zymogen into the active MT1-MMP is altered. In normal placentae, active MT1-MMP decreases in the late first trimester, whereas in T1DM the levels remain high. In isolated first trimester trophoblasts insulin and TNFA up-regulate MT1-MMP expression. In addition to its transcriptional regulation also MT1-MMP enzyme activation is increased. The insulin effect is not only found in vitro but, indirectly, also in vivo. The average daily insulin dose with which T1DM mothers were treated correlates with MT1-MMP expression in these placentae (Fig. 1). As pro-MT1-MMP is cleaved and activated by furin, which is under transcriptional control of the hypoxia-sensitive transcription factor HIF-1, hypoxic conditions in the villous placental structure in diabetes may be hypothesized. Up-regulation of metalloproteinase expression by TNFA is not only restricted to MT1-MMP and has further be shown for MMP15 [36]. Higher expression and activation of trophoblast proteases indicates dysregulation of invasion control systems and demonstrates the sensitivity of placental development towards differential ex-
pression of growth factors and cytokines.

It has been known for long that the maternal diabetic environment may impair embryonic development already before the placenta has developed and the materno-fetal nutrient transport systems have been established. Experiments in rodents clearly demonstrated that teratogenesis in maternal pre-gestational diabetes is a multifactorial event that affects the preimplantation [37, 38], peri-implantation [39, 40] and the postimplantation phase [41] of the embryonic development. This is reflected by the different occurrence of fetal congenital abnormalities in women with preconceptional vs. postconceptional care, results which underscore the importance of good glycaemic control already prior to pregnancy [42]. A detailed discussion of diabetes-associated teratogenesis is outside the scope of this review and has been comprehensively reviewed elsewhere [42, 43].

### The Placenta in the Third Trimester of a Diabetic Pregnancy

Like in the first trimester the circulating maternal and foetal concentrations of cytokines, hormones and growth factors are changed in diabetes also in the last period of gestation. They all may have an impact on the placenta via the microvillose spongiotrophoblast membrane (maternal factors) or via the endothelium or the basal spongiotrophoblast membrane or both (foetal factors). The effect on the placental endothelium may become more prominent, because of the higher degree of vascularization at this stage. The diabetic environment may in turn change placental production of cytokines, hormones and growth factors. These may act locally in an autocrine or paracrine manner or, along with metabolites, may be secreted into both the maternal and foetal circulation and thus affect mother and foetus alike (Tab. 1).

Various studies describe structural and functional alterations of the placenta in maternal diabetes at term of gestation. Although these changes do not occur in every diabetic placenta, they appear independent of the type of diabetes: Placentae from gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) show alterations similar in character to those found in placentae with pre-gestational diabetes, albeit less marked [55]. Notably, these changes are still observed despite improvement in glycaemic control of the mothers in the last decades [56, 57].

Growth and ultimate size of the placenta is usually proportional to the size of the foetus. Hence, placenta from diabetic pregnancies tend to be heavier. Recent data show that the phenotype of foetuses born to diabetic mothers is characterized by an excessive accumulation of fat even when the foetuses are of normal weight [58, 59]. Neither placental weight nor any other changes in composition or function of the placenta in these well-characterized cases have been studied so far.

The reasons for the relationship between elevated foetal and placental weight are not clear. It has remained the most challenging and still unresolved question in research in this area if the placental over-weight is the cause or the consequence of excessive foetal growth or fat accumulation, respectively.

### Transplacental Transport

This raises the question about a potential contribution of augmented transplacental transport in diabetes. Despite several reports about possible changes at the molecular level of glucose transporters, perfusion experiments demonstrated an unaltered, if not even reduced, transplacental glucose transport in GDM [60, 61]. These data argue for the maternal-to-foetal glucose concentration gradient as the major if not only reason for increased glucose fluxes across the placenta in diabetes. This conclusion is also supported by unchanged concentration differences for glucose between umbilical arteries and vein in GDM [62].

Controversial results were published on amino acid transporters. Syncytiotrophoblast amino acid transport system A, which transports alanine, serine, proline and glutamine was either increased [63] or unchanged [64, 65] in GDM. Amino acid transport systems are complex and several transporter systems exist with overlapping specificity. Hence, any conclusion from one transport system on general amino acid transport is impossible. Moreover, molecular changes of transporters do not allow such conclusions, because transport is determined by several other factors. Measurements by placental perfusion have not been carried out to date. This is surprising given that some of the amino acids i.e., leucine, isoleucine or arginine act as potent insulin secretagogues and may, thus, contribute to foetal hyperinsulinemia in GDM [66], which in turn will promote foetal and placental growth resulting in a greater demand for nutrients. It is unclear if this will stimulate foetal growth or just serve to cover the increased foetal nutrient requirements when its over-growth is driven by other factors.

### Structural Changes Facilitating Oxygen Delivery

In all types of diabetes, gross placental structure may be altered, particularly the surface and exchange areas are enlarged: the maternal i.e., villous surface is enlarged by about 30–50 % [67] and the

---

**Table 1: Maternal, foetal and placental levels of insulin, IGF1 and IGF2 in maternal T1DM or GDM. The arrows indicate an up (↑) or down (↓) regulation, NC indicates no change.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Insulin</th>
<th>IGF1</th>
<th>IGF2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1DM</td>
<td>GDM</td>
<td>T1DM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placental expression</td>
<td>↓ (mRNA)[44]</td>
<td>↓ (mRNA)[44]</td>
<td>↑ (peptide) [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foetal circulation</td>
<td>↑ [44, 45]</td>
<td>↑ [44, 47]</td>
<td>↑ [48–52]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
process contributing to angiogenesis, which may thus compensate the compromised oxygen supply to the foetus. Hence, foetal hypoxia will induce an increase in placental vascular exchange area. This appears paradox in a situation of maternal nutritional oversupply and underlines the supreme significance of adequate oxygen delivery to the foetus.

In contrast to the vascular enlargement that results from changes in the foetal compartment, the villous surface increase is likely driven by maternal growth factors and cytokines. The detailed underlying mechanisms are not clear, but hyperinsulinemia potently stimulates proliferation in cell models of the first trimester trophoblast [16] and, thus, could already early in gestation promote the increase of syncytial surface found at term of gestation. Moreover, higher levels of other maternal growth factors may also contribute.

Other Placental Changes
Further placental changes observed in maternal diabetes include non-enzymatic glycation of molecules following the exposure to hyperglycaemia. This has been described for extracellular matrix components that consequently contain a higher proportion of carbohydrates [70, 81] as well as for cell surface proteins such as the IGF1 receptor [82]. Foremost examples of molecules with altered placental expression in response to the diabetic environment include Na(+)/K(+)-ATPase [83]; GLUT1 [84]; iNOS [85], leptin 29, FGF-2 [86], perlecan [87], VE-cadherin, β-catenin, zona occludens-1 [88] and liver-type fatty acid binding protein (FABP) [89]. The insulin and IGF1 receptor not only have higher expression levels [44, 90, 91] but also an increased tyrosine kinase activity [92, 93] in GDM, overt diabetes or both.

Lipids and Fatty Acids
At birth about 12–15% of the foetal body mass is fat. Excessive foetal fat accretion has been recognized as the characteristic feature of the offspring from diabetic mothers. About half of foetal fat is derived from maternal sources passing across the placenta over the whole period of gestation. The remainder may be due to the lipogenic activity of the foetal liver and other tissues. For most fatty acids a downhill concentration gradient from mother to foetus exists. This would make possible a direct transplacental transfer of free fatty acids by simple diffusion. However, the major proportion will bind to fatty acid transfer proteins on the microvillus membrane that will facilitate their passage across this membrane.

Once having reached the cytoplasm the free fatty acids will bind to FABPs. These will serve as ‘transporters’ for the fatty acids enabling them to traverse the cytoplasm either to the basal syncytiotrophoblast membrane for immediate release into the foetal circulation or to intracellular organelles for various other purposes. Re-esterification of free fatty acids to triglycerides and subsequent storage as lipid droplets, β-oxidation, fatty acid incorporation in phospholipids as well as conversion into eicosanoids within the placenta are the main pathways.

Lipid droplets, the intracellular storage compartment for lipids, are surrounded by droplet-associated proteins such as adipophilin and perilipin. These proteins are a prerequisite for recruitment of intracellular lipases. Subsequent lipolysis is required before the fatty acids can then be released into the foetal circulation.

Additional sources of foetal lipids are lipoprotein-borne triglycerides, phospholipids and cholesterol. The lipoproteins have to bind to their receptors, which can all be found on the syncytiotrophoblast surface. The binding of very low density (VLDL) and high density (HDL) lipoproteins to their receptors i.e., the VLDL receptor [94] and the major HDL receptor SR-BI [95] is mediated by lipases. In the cytoplasm cholesterol esters may also be stored in the lipid droplets. A proportion of the cholesterol esters will be metabolised to serve as precursor for placental biosynthesis of steroid hormones. The mechanisms of further transfer from within the syncytiotrophoblast cytoplasm into the foetal circulation remain elusive.

Diabetes is associated with alterations of maternal lipid composition and rise of maternal lipid levels. The elevated lipid concentration may increase placental transfer of free fatty acids and triglycerides resulting from the steeper maternal-foetal concentration gradient. This may be further augmented by other diabetes-
related alterations facilitating placental fat accumulation.

Among the placental FABP the liver-type FABP is increased in diabetes whereas the heart-isofom is unchanged [89]. The liver-type predominantly binds n-3 fatty acids such as α-linolenic acid, eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid, whereas the heart-type preferentially binds n-6 fatty acids such as linoleic acid and arachidonic acid. In T1DM placental transfer and distribution among lipid classes of arachidonic acid are altered, and arachidonic increments are stored in the placenta [96]. Also the linoleate content is higher in placental tissues [97] which may be converted into arachidonic acid and further contribute to the increase. Long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids are important for foetal development in general and for the brain in particular. In GDM their proportion in the placental phospholipid fraction is enhanced, but reduced in the triglyceride fraction (Fig. 2) demonstrating a preferential storage in phospholipids from where they can be released by phospholipases.

These phospholipases such as PLA2 are involved in the release of lipid mediators of inflammation such as arachidonic acid, DHA and other 20 carbon polyunsaturated fatty acids from cellular phospholipids. In placentae of GDM women having macromesopic babies, the expression of secretory PLA2G2 and G5 is up-regulated [99]. The concentration of placental products of PLA2 hydrolysis such as DHA is positively correlated with placental weight. Furthermore, the increase of PLA2G2 and G5 may enhance the release of arachidonic acid and may, thus, represent a mechanism through which 3–6 times more arachidonate is converted to eicosanoids in a diabetic pregnancy. In addition, the transfer of eicosanoids into the opposing circulation was doubled in placentae from T1DM compared to normal placentae. The predominant direction of eicosanoid transfer is directed from the foetus into the maternal circulation. Besides the total amount of eicosanoids, the relative amount produced was also altered in placentae from T1DM pregnancies. The preferential conversion of the arachidonic acid increment taken up into thromboxane over prostacycline I, leads to a lower ratio of prostacycline I to thromboxane A in T1DM vs. non-diabetic pregnancies. This imbalance in eicosanoid production may be a strong contributing factor to placental vasoconstriction in these pregnancies [100].

Collectively, these data indicate qualitative and quantitative modifications of placental lipids associated with alterations of foetal growth in diabetic pregnancies.
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